The neural "learning rules" governing the induction of plasticity in the cerebellum were analyzed by recording the patterns of neural activity in awake, behaving animals during stimuli that induce a form of cerebellum-dependent learning. We recorded the simple-and complex-spike responses of a broad sample of Purkinje cells in the floccular complex during a number of stimulus conditions that induce motor learning in the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). Each subclass of Purkinje cells carried essentially the same information about required changes in the gain of the VOR. The correlation of simple-spike activity in Purkinje cells with activity in vestibular pathways could guide learning during low-frequency but not high-frequency stimuli. Climbing fiber activity could guide learning during all stimuli tested but only if compared with the activity present -100 msec earlier in either vestibular pathways or Purkinje cells.
Introduction
How are the sensory signals that guide learning converted into appropriate cellular or synaptic changes in the brain? The cerebellum provides an opportunity to examine this question because cellular mechanisms of plasticity in the cerebellum are under intense scrutiny and likely sites of plasticity have been identified for several behaviors that exhibit cerebellum-dependent learning. Nevertheless, cellular analyses of plasticity and sys1Corresponding author.
tems-level analyses of cerebellum-dependent learning have met at an uneasy boundary, because cellular studies have used electrical or chemical stimulation protocols that are difficult to relate to the more natural situations encountered during learning. Our goal was to bridge the gap between cellular analyses of plasticity in the cerebellum and systems analyses of learning by documenting the neural signals available to drive the induction of plasticity during cerebellum-dependent learning in vivo. Our approach was to record the signals present in multiple subclasses of Purkinje cells during motor learning in the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). These recordings reveal the neural environment in which mechanisms of plasticity must function during learning in intact animals.
The VOR exhibits many similarities with other forms of cerebellum-dependent learning (Raymond et al. 1996) and provides a tractable system in which to study issues such as the role of specific forms of plasticity in cerebellar function. The VOR uses vestibular inputs to drive compensatory eye movements in the opposite direction from head turns, thereby stabilizing the eyes in space and minimizing image motion across the retina during head movement. Motor learning calibrates the VOR by modifying the reflex whenever retinal image motion is associated with head turns (Gonshor and Melvill Jones 1973; Ito et al. 1974; Miles and Fuller 1974; Gauthier and Robinson 1975) . Normally, the gain of the VOR (defined as the ratio of eye speed to head speed in the absence of visual input) is close to 1.0. If head turns are accompanied by image motion in the same direction as the head turn, then the gain of the VOR is too large and a learned decrease is induced in the gain of the VOR. If head turns are accompanied by image motion in the opposite direction from the head turn, then the gain of the VOR is too small and a learned increase is induced in the gain of the VOR. Thus, learning is guided by the directional relationship between image motion and head turns, which are signaled to the brain by visual and vestibular sensory inputs.
Previous work has identified two sites of plasticity associated with learning in the VOR (Fig. 1 ) (Dufosse et al. 1978; Miles et al. 1980b; Watanabe 1984; Lisberger and Pavelko 1988; Lisberger 1994; Lisberger et al. 1994b,c; Luebke and Robinson 1994; Pastor et al. 1994; Partsalis et al. 1995) . One site is in the vestibular pathway to Purkinje cells in the floccular complex (flocculus and ventral paraflocculus) of the cerebellar cortex. The other site is in the vestibular inputs to neurons in the vestibular nucleus that are targets of inhibition from the floccular complex [floccular target neurons (FTNs)]. With putative sites of memory identified, an important next step is to determine how the association of vestibular and visual inputs triggers the induction of appropriate neural changes at these sites of plasticity in the circuit for the VOR. Plasticity at either site could be controlled by three neural signals that are present at both sites: (1) the activity of vestibular inputs (vestibular parallel fibers or brainstem vestibular pathways), (2) the activity of climbing fibers carrying visual signals, and (3) the simple-spike activity of Purkinje cells, which carry a combination of vestibular, visual, and eye movement signals. We have evaluated combinations of these three signals to determine whether their comparison provides information about whether to increase or decrease the gain of the VOR. Pat- The dashed climbing fiber collateral to the FTN indicates that this connection may exist but is not well described (Balaban et al. 1981) .
terns of activity that were consistently present during stimuli that cause a decrease in the gain of the VOR but were not present during stimuli that cause an increase in gain or vice versa would be candidates for the neural "error" signals that guide learning.
Purkinje cells in the floccular complex of the rhesus monkey have been divided into classes on the basis of their responses during eye movements with the head stationary and during vestibular stimulation. Many studies of the contribution of the floccular complex to the VOR have focused on a subclass of Purkinje cells, called horizontal gaze velocity Purkinje cells (HGVPs), which respond with an increase in firing rate to ipsiversive eye movement and to ipsiversive vestibular stimulation. Several lines of evidence suggest that the HGVPs play an important role in learning: Lesions of the floccular complex disrupt learning in the VOR (Ito et al. 1974; Robinson 1976; Nagao 1983; Lisberger et al. 1984; Barmack and Pettorossi 1985; Luebke and Robinson 1994; Pastor et al. 1994; Partsalis et al. 1995) , the responses of HGVPs during the VOR are modified after learning (Miles et al. 1980b; Watanabe 1984; Lisberger et al. 1994c) , and computational analyses indicate that changes in the vestibular inputs to HGVPs are required to account for the changes in HGVP firing associated with learning (Lisberger and Sejnowski 1992; Lisberger 1994) . In a previous study (Raymond and Lisberger 1996b ; J.L. Raymond and S.G. Lisberger, unpubl.) , we evaluated the possible ways that the HGVPs and their inputs could guide the induction of learning and found that (1) the correlation of simple-spike activity in the HGVPs with the vestibular stimulus could guide learning during lowbut not high-frequency sinusoidal visual/vestibular stimuli; (2) the correlation of simple spike activity in HGVPs with activity in their climbing fiber inputs could guide learning during high-but not lowfrequency stimuli; and (3) the correlation between the climbing fiber and vestibular inputs to HGVPs could guide learning at all stimulus frequencies if plasticity were regulated by the comparison of a climbing fiber input with the vestibular inputs that were present -100 msec earlier.
Our goal in the present study was to evaluate the possible contributions to learning of Purkinje cells in the floccular complex that are not HGVPs. Some of these Purkinje cells modulate their firing rate solely in relation to eye movements (eye-movement-only Purkinje cells), and others modulate in relation to head movements but cannot be classi-fled as HGVPs. As Nagao (1992) has pointed out, these other subclasses of Purkinje cells could play an important role in the VOR. Therefore, we evaluate whether the discharge of these subclasses of cells during the induction of motor learning in the VOR suggests a role that is fundamentally different from that of the HGVPs. Our analysis reveals that the signals present in the non-HGVP Purkinje cells in the floccular complex have about the same capacity for guiding learning as the signals present in the HGVPs.
Materials and Methods
Experiments were conducted on two male rhesus monkeys that had been trained to perform a visual fixation task (after Wurtz 1969) to obtain liquid reinforcement. Using methods that have been described previously, monkeys were anesthetized with isofluorane and sterile procedure was used to implant bolts in the skull for restraining the head (Lisberger and Westbrook 1985) and to implant a coil of wire on one eye for measuring horizontal and vertical eye position (Judge et al. 1980) . In a second surgical procedure, a recording cylinder was cemented over a hole in the calvarium to allow access to the cerebellum for single unit recording. The cylinder was placed stereotaxically at an angle of 26 ~ (electrodes running in the sagittal plane from back to front) and aimed at the anterior-posterior location of the ear bars, 11 mm lateral to the midline (Lisberger et al. 1994c) .
During experiments, each monkey sat in a specially designed primate chair, to which his implanted head holder was secured. Platinum-iridium electrodes were used to make recordings from Purkinje cells in the floccular complex of the cerebellum (flocculus and ventral paraflocculus) while the monkey viewed moving visual stimuli and underwent passive whole body rotation about a vertical axis. Vestibular stimuli were provided by a servocontrolled turntable (Contraves-Goertz, model 813) that rotated the monkey, the chair, and a set of 18-inch magnetic field coils together about a vertical axis.
After a Purkinje cell was isolated, it was first characterized by its responses during two tracking conditions that have been used previously to categorize neurons in the circuit for the VOR: (1) during the smooth pursuit eye movements evoked by sinusoidal motion of a small spot along the horizontal axis at 0.5 Hz, _+31.4~ and (2) as the monkey canceled his VOR by tracking a spot that moved exactly with sinusoidal head rotation at 0.5 Hz, +31.4~ Almost all of the Purkinje cells also were tested during pursuit of target motion along the vertical axis at 0.5 Hz, +_31.4~ For these initial behavioral conditions, the visual stimulus was a small spot subtending 0.5 ~ of visual angle.
After initial characterization recordings were made from the Purkinje cell under conditions that cause learning in the VOR. Sinusoidal head rotation was paired with the motion of a high contrast, black and white pattern that was reflected off a mirror galvanometer onto the back of a tangent screen 114 cm in front of the eyes. The visual stimulus subtended 30 ~ along the horizontal meridian and 20 ~ along the vertical meridian. The vestibular stimulus was sinusoidal head motion at a single frequency between 0.2 Hz and 10 Hz and with a peak-to-peak velocity of 20~ unless otherwise noted. The visual stimulus moved either exactly with or exactly opposite to the head motion, thereby creating stimulus conditions for which the optimal tracking eye velocity was either zero times or two times the eye velocity that would stabilize images on the retina in a stationary visual world. Therefore, these stimulus configurations are called x0 and x2. Limitations of the vestibular turntable and mirror galvanometer caused some deviation of the head and visual stimulus from the commanded movements; however, the head was always within 10% of the commanded velocity, and the visual stimulus was always within 17% of the head speed and within 13 ~ of exactly in phase or exactly out of phase with the head.
For each frequency of sinusoidal vestibular stimulation, x0 and x2 stimuli were alternated and each stimulus was presented for 60-90 sec. Recordings were made when the gain of the VOR was close to 1.0, and the x0 and x2 stimuli were not presented for long enough to cause measurable changes in the gain of the VOR measured in the dark. Thus, Purkinje cell responses were recorded under conditions that cause learning, but we did not follow the changes in Purkinje cell responses as the gain of the VOR was modified. To maintain a constant level of alertness and to keep the stimulus roughly centered in the visual field during vestibular stimulation, monkeys were rewarded at intervals of 1.5-4 sec for keeping their gaze within + 10 ~ of the center of the visual stimulus.
Electrodes were introduced daily and driven by a hydraulic microdrive through the cerebral cortex toward the cerebellum. Entry into the cerebel-
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The responses of individual Purkinje cells were isolated by careful movements of the electrode and then followed for periods of up to 45 min. To obtain a reasonable sample of non-HGVP Purkinje cells, we attempted to isolate all Purkinje cells that appeared to show modulation of simplespike activity during either horizontal pursuit with the head stationary or cancellation of the VOR. Voltages related to eye position, eye velocity, and head velocity were recorded during the experiment at 500 Hz per channel. The eye velocity signal was obtained by using an analog circuit to differentiate the eye position output from the coil electronics, and the head velocity signal was obtained from a tachometer attached to the shaft of the turntable. The simple-spike activity of Purkinje cells was recorded to the nearest 10 ~tsec with a hardware window discriminator. In addition, unit activity was sampled at 50 kHz, and off-line spike sorting with time and amplitude windows was used to discriminate complex spikes.
The data were analyzed after the experiment by aligning the records on the negative-to-positive zero crossings of the sinusoidal head velocity or visual stimulus position. Each cycle was divided into 64 equal-length bins, and eye velocity, head velocity, simple-spike firing rate, and complexspike firing rate were averaged. The averages were subjected to Fourier analysis, and the amplitude of modulation and phase of the responses were estimated as the amplitude and phase at the fundamental frequency. For analysis of eye velocity at frequencies ~< 2 Hz, eye velocity records were edited before averaging to remove the rapid deflections caused by saccades. For frequencies >2 Hz, analysis of eye velocity was limited to saccade-free cycles.
Results

EYE AND IMAGE MOTION DURING STIMULI THAT INDUCE LEARNING
To evaluate the neural signals that control the induction of motor learning in the VOR, we cornpared the patterns of neural activity during visual/ vestibular stimuli that induce a decrease in the gain of the VOR with the patterns present during stimuli that induce an increase in the gain of the VOR. As illustrated in Figure 2 , visual stimuli were presented during passive whole body rotation about a vertical axis. The vestibular stimulus was sinusoidal head movement with a peak-to-peak velocity of 20~ and the visual stimulus moved on a tangent screen at approximately the same speed as the head, creating either a x0 or x2 stimulus configuration. For xO stimuli, the motion of the head and visual stimulus were in phase, and for x2 stimuli, they were 180 ~ out of phase.
During both xO and x2 stimuli at 0.5 Hz (Fig.  2) , the monkey used visual tracking mechanisms to match gaze position (eye position with respect to the world) to visual stimulus position. As a result, the smooth component of eye velocity was nearly unmodulated during xO stimuli and was approximately twice head velocity during x2 stimuli. Figure 3, A and B, plots the eye movement gain and phase relative to head velocity during xO stimuli (open symbols) and x2 stimuli (filled symbols) at frequencies from 0.2 to 10 Hz. The eye movements driven by the VOR during the vestibular stimuli in the dark are shown also (Xs). At the lowest frequency of 0.2 Hz, visual tracking was nearly perfect so that the gain of the eye movements was close to zero during xO stimuli and close to 2.0 during x2 stimuli. As frequency increased up to -3 Hz, visual tracking was imperfect but still present so that the gain of the eye movements was larger than the gain of the VOR during the x2 stimuli and smaller than the gain of the VOR during xO stimuli. At frequencies of 3 Hz or above, however, the gain of the eye movements was similar during xO stimuli, x2 stimuli, and the VOR in the dark, indicating the ineffectiveness of visual tracking mechanisms at those frequencies. Similarly, the phase difference between eye and head velocity differed between xO and x2 stimuli for low frequencies (below -5 Hz) but not at higher frequencies.
The function of visually driven tracking mechanisms is to reduce the movement of visual images on the retina. In the absence of visually driven tracking mechanisms and with a VOR gain near 1.0, the expected amplitude and phase of retinal image motion would be equal to the amplitude and phase of visual stimulus motion. Figure 3 , C and D, plots the retinal image motion present during xO and x2 stimuli of different frequencies. Retinal image velocity was calculated as the difference be-
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on September 23, 2016 -Published by learnmem.cshlp.org Downloaded from tween visual stimulus velocity and the sum of eye and head velocity (called "gaze" velocity). As the frequency of vestibular stimulation increased from 0.2 Hz to -3 Hz, the amplitude of retinal image motion increased from a rather small value toward the amplitude of visual stimulus motion (about +11 ~ At higher frequencies, the speed of retinal image motion during xO stimuli was approximately equal to the speed of visual stimulus motion. The speed of retinal image motion during x2 stimuli was higher than the speed of visual stimulus motion, because of the eye movement gain of <1.0. For all stimuli, retinal image motion was approximately in phase with the visual stimulus, that is, in phase with head velocity during x0 stimuli and 180 ~ out of phase with head velocity during x2 stimuli.
Based on the data of Figure 3 , we chose two stimulus frequencies for recording the neural signals present during learning. Recordings were made during xO and x2 stimuli at 0.5 Hz, when tracking was good and retinal image velocity was relatively small, and during x0 and x2 stimuli at 5 Hz, when tracking was ineffective and retinal image velocity was large. Previously, we showed that each of these stimulus conditions, if continued for several hours, caused large and appropriately directed decreases or increases in the gain of the VOR (Raymond and Lisberger 1996a) . Moreover, the behavioral experiments suggested the existence of two components of learning in the VOR that were differentially induced by the high frequency (5 Hz) and low frequency (0.5 Hz) stimuli.
SUBCLASSIFICATION OF PURKINJE CELLS
Purkinje cells in the floccular complex receive inputs from mossy fibers carrying vestibular, eye movement (efference copy), and visual (image motion) signals (Precht and Llinas 1969; Miles et al. 1980a; Langer et al. 1985; Graf et al. 1988; Stone and Lisberger 1990) . When a Purkinje cell was isolated, it was first categorized according to its eye and head velocity sensitivity, as has been done previously for neurons in the circuit for the VOR (Lisberger and Fuchs 1974, 1978; Fuller 1974, 1975; Noda and Suzuki 1979; Miles et al. 1980a; Waespe and Henn 1981; Buttner and Waespe 1984; Lisberger et al. 1994a,b,c) . Two tracking conditions were used to estimate separately the eye and head velocity inputs to the Purkinje cells. The eye velocity input was analyzed by recording simple-spike firing rate as the monkey tracked 0.5-Hz sinusoidal target motion along the horizontal axis (_+31.4~
with the head stationary ("pursuit"). For the Purkinje cell in Figure 4 , simple-spike firing rate peaked just after peak eye velocity away from the side of recording (vertical broken line). This cell and all cells whose simplespike firing rate peaked within 90 ~ of peak eye velocity away from the side of recording were clas- sifted as "Eye contraversive" (E-c). Purkinje cells whose simple-spike firing rate peaked within 90 ~ of peak eye velocity toward the side of recording were classified as "Eye ipsiversive" (E-i). Purkinje cells that did not exhibit at least _+10 spikes/sec modulation of simple-spike firing rate during smooth pursuit eye movements were classified as non-eye movement and labeled -E. Averaged simple-spike responses of a representative E-c, V-i Purkinje cell during the smooth pursuit and VOR cancellation tracking conditions used to categorize the cells. From top to bottom, the traces are histograms showing the simple-spike firing rate, horizontal eye velocity, target velocity, head velocity, and image velocity. Each cycle contained 64 bins--because the period of the sinusoidal stimulus was 2 sec, this corresponds to a bin width of 31.25 msec. As indicated by the arrows, upward deflections represent ipsiversive motion (I) and downward deflections represent contraversive motion (C). In the panel at left (pursuit), the vertical broken line shows the time of peak contraversive eye and target velocity. In the panel at right (VOR cancellation) , the vertical broken line shows the time of peak ipsiversive head velocity. Purkinje cells were further categorized according to the head velocity component of simple-spike firing rate, which was analyzed by recording from the Purkinje cells as the monkey canceled its VOR by tracking a target that moved exactly with him during 0.5 Hz, +31.4~ sinusoidal head rotation. During cancellation of the VOR, inputs from the eye movement feedback and visual image motion pathways should modulate little as a function of the vestibular stimulus. Hence, modulation of Purkinje cell firing rate during head rotation should provide an estimate of the vestibular inputs. In the Purkinje cell in Figure 4 , simple-spike firing rate peaked close to peak head velocity toward the side of recording. It and other Purkinje cells whose simple-spike firing during cancellation of the VOR peaked within 90 ~ of peak head velocity toward the side of recording were classified as "Vestibular ipsiversive" (V-i). Purkinje cells whose simplespike firing rate peaked within 90 ~ of peak head velocity away from the side of recording were classified as "Vestibular contraversive" (V-c). Purkinje cells that did not exhibit modulation of their simple-spike firing rate of at least +10 spikes/sec during cancellation of the VOR were classified as nonvestibular (-V). Their responses during xO and x2 stimuli are reported elsewhere (Raymond and Lisberger 1996b) and are not included in this analysis. In the present study, we examine all other Purkinje cells in the floccular complex that exhibited modulation of simple-spike firing rate of at least +_10 spikes/sec during either horizontal smooth pursuit or cancel- For each Purkinje cell recorded, the amplitude of the modulation of simple-spike firing rate during cancellation of the VOR is plotted as a function of the amplitude of modulation of simple-spike firing rate during horizontal smooth pursuit eye movement. Points above the horizontal axis represent Purkinje cells whose simple-spike firing rate increased during ipsiversive head velocity during cancellation of the VOR (V-i cells; triangles). Points below the horizontal axis represent Purkinje cells whose simplespike firing rate increased during contraversive head velocity during cancellation of the VOR (V-c cells; squares). Points to the right of the vertical axis represent E-i Purkinje cells, whose simple-spike firing rate increased during ipsiversive eye velocity during smooth pursuit. Points to the/eft of the vertical axis represent E-c Purkinje cells, whose simple-spike firing rate increased during contraversive eye velocity during smooth pursuit. Points between either the vertical broken lines or the horizontal broken lines represent Purkinje cells whose simple-spike modulation was less than _+10 spikes/sec during smooth pursuit eye movement (-E cells) or during cancellation of the VOR (-V cells; circles). Cells whose simple spike modulation was less than _+10 spikes/sec during both tracking conditions were omitted from the graph and the analysis. The E-i, V-i cells in the upper right quadrant (A), also known as HGVPs, are analyzed elsewhere (Raymond and Lisberger 1996b) . Symbol shapes in this graph are used throughout subsequent figures to distinguish the different vestibular classifications of the Purkinje cells.
lation of the VOR (filled symbols). Of 41 Purkinje cells meeting these criteria, 39 also were tested during smooth pursuit of target motion along the vertical axis. In only 2 of these 39 cells was modu-
L E A R N I N G R M E M 0 R Y
lation of simple-spike firing rate larger during vertical pursuit than during both horizontal pursuit and cancellation of the horizontal VOR. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the non-HGVP Purkinje cells reported here might participate in horizontal eye movements.
CORRELATION OF COMPLEX-SPIKE ACTIVITY WITH THE VESTIBULAR STIMULUS
First, we examined the possibility that comparison of the climbing fiber input to the Purkinje cells with the vestibular stimulus might provide information about whether to increase or decrease the gain of the VOR. This combination of signals has been hypothesized to contribute to motor learning in the VOR by controlling cerebellar longterm depression (LTD) of synapses from vestibular parallel fibers to Purkinje cells (Marr 1969; Albus 1971; Ito 1972 Ito , 1982 . In addition, climbing fiber collaterals and vestibular inputs could converge at the site of plasticity in the vestibular nucleus and contribute to the induction of plasticity there (Fig.  7, inset, below) . We monitored the climbing fiber inputs by recording the complex spikes in Purkinje cells, which occur each time there is an action potential in the climbing fiber input to the cell.
The histograms in Figure 6 illustrate the relationship between the vestibular stimulus and the complex spikes of one E-c, V-c Purkinje cell during stimuli that induce learning. Mthough the signals are noisy, the phase of complex-spike firing clearly depends on whether the recordings were made during xO or x2 stimuli. At 0.5 Hz, complex-spike activity was roughly in phase with ipsiversive head velocity during xO stimuli and roughly in phase with contraversive head velocity during x2 stimuli. At 5 Hz, the phase relationship was reversed so that complex spikes were in phase with contraversive head velocity during xO stimuli and with ipsiversive head velocity during x2 stimuli. (squares), all of the Purkinje cells can be discussed as two groups, E-c cells (top plots) and E-i cells (bottom plots). Complex spikes could not be reliably discriminated from the simple spikes in any of the three -E cells recorded.
During any particular stimulus, the timing of the complex-spike responses relative to the vestibular stimulus differed in E-c and E-i Purkinje cells. Also, the amplitude of modulation of complex-spike activity was generally smaller in E-c than in E-i cells. Nevertheless, two observations can be made for both classes of Purkinje cells. First, for each frequency of vestibular stimulus, the complex-spike responses to xO and x2 stimuli form distinguishable, almost nonoverlapping populations that are separated by -180 ~ of phase shift and therefore plot on opposite sides of each diagram. Two E-c cells were an exception to this generalization at 5 Hz, however, both of these cells were on the border between classification as E-c and E-i cells: their simple-spike responses lagged contraversive eye velocity by 69 ~ and 80 ~ during sinusoidal smooth pursuit eye movements. Second, for a particular required change in the VOR, the phase relationships between complex-spike firing and the vestibular stimulus were nearly opposite for 0.5-Hz and 5-Hz stimuli. For example, during 0.5-Hz vestibular stimulation, the complex spikes of E-i Purkinje cells were roughly coincident with peak ipsiversive head velocity when the gain needed to increase (x2 stimuli), but during 5-Hz vestibular stimulation, complex-spike activity was coincident with peak contraversive head velocity when the gain needed to increase. Thus, although the correlation between the complex-spike firing and the vestibular stimulus discriminated xO from x2 stimuli, the direction of the required change in the gain of the VOR corresponding to a particular phase relationship between complex-spike activity and the vestibular stimulus was a function of the stimulus frequency.
CORRELATION OF SIMPLE-SPIKE ACTIVITY WITH THE VESTIBULAR STIMULUS
We examined the possibility that comparison of the vestibular stimulus with simple-spike activity
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on September 23, 2016 -Published by learnmem.cshlp.org Downloaded from in the various classes of Purkinje cells might provide consistent information about whether to increase or decrease the gain of the VOR. The combination of simple-spike and vestibular signals potentially could drive plasticity in the vestibular nucleus (Miles and Lisberger 1981) or induce Hebbian (or anti-Hebbian) plasticity in the synapses from vestibular parallel fibers onto Purkinje cells (Fig. 9, inset, below) .
The histograms in Figure 8 show the simplespike responses in one E-i, -V Purldnje cell during vestibular stimulation at 0.5 and 5 Hz. At 0.5 Hz, the simple-spike responses depended on whether the recordings were made during xO or x2 stimuli. During x2 stimuli, simple-spike activity increased during contraversive head velocity (which coincided with ipsiversive eye velocity), but during xO stimuli, there was little modulation of simple-spike firing. At 5 Hz, the simple-spike firing rate of the Purkinje cell was modulated during both xO and x2 stimuli, but the correlation between simple-spike firing rate and head velocity did not depend on the stimulus configuration (simple spikes were approximately in phase with contraversive head velocity during both x0 and x2 stimuli) and therefore did not provide information about whether to increase or decrease the gain of the VOR.
The polar plots in Figure 9 summarize the correlation of Purkinje cell simple-spike activity with the vestibular stimulus during stimuli that induce motor learning in the VOR. The results were similar regardless of whether the Purkinje cell was V-c, V-i, or -V (squares, triangles, and circles, respectively). Therefore the E-c cells are treated together as a single group (top plots), and the E-i cells are treated as a separate group (bottom plots). At 0.5 Hz, comparison of simple-spike activity with head velocity discriminated xO from x2 stimuli in both the E-i and E-c Purkinje cells. When the gain of the VOR needed to decrease (xO stimuli, open symbols), simple-spike firing rate was unmodulated during the vestibular stimulus in both E-c and E-i cells. When the gain of the VOR needed to increase (x2 stimuli, filled symbols), simple-spike firing rate was in phase with ipsiversive head velocity in the E-c cells and in phase with contraversive head velocity in the E-i cells. In contrast, at 5 Hz there was considerable overlap in the responses to xO and x2 stimuli. Simple spikes were in phase with ipsiversive head velocity in the E-c cells and in phase with contraversive head velocity in the E-i cells, regardless of whether the stimulus configuration called for an increase or decrease in the gain of the VOR. Therefore, the correlation of E-c and E-i Purkinje cell simple-spike activity with the vestibular stimulus contained information that could be used to guide learning in the VOR at low frequencies but not at high frequencies.
In the three cells with simple-spike responses during cancellation of the VOR but less than _+10 spikes/sec of modulation of simple spike firing during horizontal pursuit (two -E, V-c cells and one -E, V-i cell), the correlation between the simple spikes and the vestibular stimulus did not discriminate xO from x2 stimuli at 0.5 Hz or 5 Hz (data not shown). 
CORRELATION OF COMPLEX-SPIKE ACTIVITY WITH SIMPLE-SPIKE ACTIVITY
Because simple-spike activity and climbing fiber inputs are both present at each of the putative sites of plasticity, the correlation between these two signals potentially could guide the induction of plasticity also. Side-by-side inspection of Figures 7 and 9 reveals that for both E-c and E-i cells, comparison of climbing-fiber and simple-spike signals could provide some information about whether to increase or decrease the gain of the VOR. The correlations are most easily seen in the E-i Purkinje cells because they exhibit larger modulations of complex-spike firing rate; however, the same general conclusions apply to the E-c cells. During 5 Hz vestibular stimulation, complex spikes in E-i cells were in phase with the simple spikes during the x2 stimulus but were 180 ~ out of phase with the simple spikes during the xO stimulus. During vestibular stimulation at 0.5 Hz, complex and simple spikes in the E-i cells were out of phase for x2 stimuli, and simple-spike firing was unmodulated during climbing fiber modulation for xO stimuli. By discriminating the x0 from the x2 configuration at each stimulus frequency, the correlation between the complex spikes and simple spikes provides some information that could be useful for motor learning in the VOR. However, the phase relationship between complex-spike and simple-spike activity during a particular stimulus configuration was not consistent across stimulus frequency. For the E-i Purkinje cells, complex-spike and simplespike firing were in phase during x2 stimuli at 5 Hz and out-of-phase during x2 stimuli at 0.5 Hz. Thus, the relative timing of the simple and complex spikes does not provide useful information about whether to increase or decrease the gain of the VOR without taking into account the effect of frequency on the phase shift between simple-spike and complex-spike firing.
D i s c u s s i o n NEURAL LEARNING RULES
We have placed constraints on the neural learning rules in the cerebellum by recording the signals present during motor learning in the VOR. The basic behavioral learning rule for the VOR is well known. The conjunction of head turns and image motion causes motor learning. If image motion is consistently in the same direction as head motion, then the learned change is a decrease in the gain of the VOR; if image motion is in the opposite direction from head motion, then the learned change is an increase in the gain of the VOR. Neural instantiation of this behavioral learning rule presumably involves the convergence of signals in vestibular and visual sensory pathways on the sites of plasticity. Because it is the correlation of vestibular and visual stimuli that drives learning, presumably it is also the correlation, or pattern, of activity across visual and vestibular neural pathways that drives learning. Our goal has been to evaluate which patterns of neural activity can drive the induction of plasticity in the circuit for the VOR by examining the patterns of activity present in vivo during learning with natural stimuli.
Our analysis considered three neural signals: vestibular inputs, activity in climbing fibers, and simple spikes in Purkinje cells. Only the last of these signals was recorded directly. Activity in the climbing fiber input to a Purkinje cell was inferred by recording the characteristic complex spikes that are produced in Purkinje cells in a one-to-one manner by spikes in a climbing fiber. Activity in the vestibular input pathways to the putative sites of plasticity was not recorded. Instead, we compared x0/x2 stimulus pairs at a particular frequency, in which the vestibular stimulus was identical. We assumed that the neural representation of the vestibular stimulus was the same for the xO and x2 stimuli at a particular frequency and that it was therefore reasonable to evaluate the climbing fiber and Purkinje cell simple-spike responses relative to the vestibular stimulus itself. We thought it made sense to perform this analysis even on the -V Purkinje cells because of the possibility that these neurons could receive a vestibular parallel fiber input that is either weak or for other reasons not revealed during cancellation of the VOR at 0.5 Hz and because the output of the -V Purkinje cells could converge on FTNs that receive a convergent vestibular input.
We used two criteria for evaluating whether a pair of neural signals could provide suitable guidance for a cellular mechanism of plasticity. First, for a given vestibular stimulus, the correlation between the pair of signals should depend on whether head turns were delivered during stimulus conditions that induce a decrease in the gain of the VOR or during stimulus conditions that induce an increase in the gain of the VOR. For example, two signals that are in phase during xO stimuli and out of phase during x2 stimuli would be suitable to guide plasticity. Conversely, patterns of activity that are the same during xO and x2 stimuli cannot serve as the error signals responsible for the induction of different changes in behavior by x0 and x2 stimuli. Second, for a given required change in the gain of the VOR (i.e., increase or decrease), the same correlation between signals should persist across stimulus frequency. Suppose, for example, that a cellular mechanism relies on the temporal conjunction of two signals to induce a decrease in the gain of the VOR. Then, those signals should be in phase during x0 stimuli at both 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz.
None of the three pairs of signals evaluated in the present sample of non-HGVPs or in our previous study of HGVPs met both of these stringent criteria in a straightforward way. Comparison of Purkinje cell simple-spike firing rate with the vestibular stimulus met the first criterion of discriminating x0 from x2 stimuli at low frequencies but not at high frequencies. Comparison of climbing fiber inputs with the coincident vestibular input met the first criterion for all stimulus frequencies but failed the second criterion. Comparison of climbing fiber inputs with coincident Purkinje cell simple-spike activity met the first criterion in the non-HGVPs at all frequencies but failed the second criterion, and it failed the first criterion in the HGVPs at low frequencies.
A simple change of assumptions could resolve the problems with the second criterion of providing consistent signals across stimulus frequency. Studies of associative plasticity have emphasized the role of coincident activity in convergent neural pathways. In the case of motor learning in the VOR, however, the use of coincident activity to guide learning poses a problem because the latency of visual inputs to the cerebellum is -100 msec longer than the latency of vestibular inputs. This 100-msec latency difference should cause a phase shift of 180 ~ in the visually driven complex spike activity at 5 Hz. It therefore accounts for the observation that during x0 stimuli, complex spikes of E-i Purkinje cells were in phase with contraversive head velocity at 0.5 Hz but were 180 ~ out of phase with contraversive head velocity at 5 Hz. If a cellular mechanism of plasticity could compensate for this latency difference by comparing visual
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To illustrate this point, Figure 10 replots the data from the typical Purkinje cell in Figure 6 so that the complex spikes are aligned with the vestibular stimulus that occurred 100 msec previously. When the data are plotted in this way, a "learning rule" that applies for both 0.5-Hz and 5-Hz stimuli can be extracted readily from the signals. If peak ipsiversive head velocity is followed 100 msec later by a peak in complex-spike activity, then the gain should decrease. If peak complex spike activity follows peak contraversive head velocity by -1 O0 msec, then the gain should increase, regardless of the stimulus frequency.
MULTIPLE SUBCLASSES OF PURKINJE CELLS HAVE THE SAME POTENTIAL TO GUIDE LEARNING
Our experiments do not address the question of the role of different subclasses of neurons in VOR performance or the question of whether a particular correlation between a pair of signals should cause synaptic potentiation or depression. Instead, we have focused on determining which pairs of neural signals contain information that could enable them to provide consistent guidance for learning, as a prelude to further investigation of the exact role of each pair of signals and each subclass of cells in learning. We found that the multiple subclasses of Purkinje cells in the floccular complex of the rhesus monkey, including the HGVPs, generally carried about the same information for guiding learning in the VOR. Therefore, our results are most consistent with the idea that all Purkinje cells in the floccular complex play a similar role in the induction of learning in the VOR. For example, in no class of Purkinje cell was the correlation between the simple spikes and the vestibular stimulus appropriate to drive learning at 5 Hz. Moreover, in all classes of Purkinje cells, the correlation of climbing fiber activity with activity in vestibular pathways discriminated xO from x2 stimuli at each stimulus frequency tested but could provide consistent guidance for learning across stimulus frequency only if a plasticity mechanism compared climbing fiber activity at a given time with activity in vestibular inputs 100 msec earlier.
The main difference in the error signaling capacity of different classes of Purkinje cells was that in HGVPs, the correlation of simple-spike activity with activity in climbing fiber pathways contained appropriate information to guide learning only at high frequencies (Raymond and Lisberger 1996b) , whereas in all other classes of Purkinje cells examined, the correlation of simple-spike activity with activity in climbing fiber pathways could guide learning at both stimulus frequencies tested, provided that the plasticity mechanism compared climbing fiber activity with simple-spike activity that occurred -100 msec previously. Finally, it is difficult to evaluate the role of the -E Purkinje cells, because such a small sample was found.
CELLULAR PLASTICITY RULES
Our results translate into several constraints on the cellular mechanisms involved in learning. First, to account for the opposite behavioral effects of x0 vs. x2 stimuli at 5 Hz (Raymond and Lisberger 1996a) , there must be a tight relationship between the relative timing of the neural error signals and the occurrence or even the direction of plasticity. For example, for the correlation of climbing fiber and vestibular activity to guide learning at 5 Hz, climbing fiber activity that follows vestibular activity by -100 msec must produce opposite cellular and synaptic changes or at least have a significantly different effectiveness than simultaneous climbing fiber and vestibular activity. A plasticity mechanism that produced identical cellular changes in response to a climbing fiber response that came 100 msec after the vestibular input (i.e., lagged by 180 ~ at 5 Hz) as it did in response to a climbing fiber response that was coincident with the vestibular input would produce identical changes in the circuit for the VOR in response to xO and x2 stimuli at 5 Hz (Fig. 7) . This prediction disagrees with our behavioral study showing appropriate changes in the VOR at both 0.5 and 5 Hz. Second, for vestibular and climbing fiber pathways to use a single neural learning rule to guide motor learning across stimuli with a wide range of temporal dynamics (e.g., at both 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz), a plasticity mechanism must be selectively driven by climbing fiber inputs that follow activity in a vestibular input by -100 msec (i.e., climbing fiber activity that follows the vestibular input by -100 msec must be more effective than simultaneous climbing fiber activity).
These properties do not match current knowledge of the timing contingencies for the best-studied form of plasticity in the cerebellum, LTD in the cerebellar cortex (cerebellar LTD; Ito et al. 1982; Ekerot and Kano 1985, 1989; Sakurai 1987; Schreurs and Alkon 1993; Lev-Ram et al. 1995) . Studies in brain slice and culture systems, as well as in vivo, suggest that LTD is most effectively induced when climbing fiber activity precedes or is simultaneous with parallel fiber activity. To the extent that climbing fiber stimulation that follows parallel fiber stimulation is effective in inducing plasticity, it has been reported to induce changes in the same direction as simultaneous climbing fiber and parallel fiber stimulation (Schreurs and A1-kon 1996; Chen and Thompson 1995) . If cerebellar LTD contributes to the induction of appropriate learned changes in the VOR under all conditions in which learning occurs, then future studies will have to explain how to resolve this discrepancy between the timing of the signals actually available to guide learning and the apparent lack of appropriate temporal properties in the cellular mechanisms of LTD. It is unlikely that delays in the vestibular pathways to the cerebellar cortex can resolve this timing problem, because these delays are estimated to be only -20 msec (Lisberger et al. 1994c) . Therefore the required comparison of neural signals across time would need to be largely a feature of the cellular processes at the site of plasticity. It may be that such a mechanism exists at the brain-stem site of plasticity, or it may be that the properties of cerebellar LTD that have been measured with available techniques do not accurately reflect the normal operation of this mechanism in vivo with natural activation of the input pathways.
As an alternative to requiring a cellular mechanism of plasticity tuned for noncoincident inputs, motor learning in the VOR may use multiple cellular mechanisms of plasticity. Several observations are consistent with this idea. First, previous studies have suggested the existence of two components of learning in the VOR that are differentially induced by high-and low-frequency stimuli and that have differential effects on the amplitude and dynamics of the VOR (Raymond and Lisberger 1996a) . Second, we have shown here (Fig. 3) that different amounts of retinal image movement and eye movement signals, and therefore different potential error signals, are available at high versus low frequencies. Third, available data suggest that there are at least two sites of plasticity in the circuit for the VOR (Dufosse et al. 1978; Miles et al. 1980b; Watanabe 1984; Lisberger and Pavelko 1988; Lisberger 1994; Lisberger et al. 1994b,c; Luebke and Robinson 1994; Pastor et al. 1994; Partsalis et al. 1995) , and it seems likely that different anatomical sites would use different neural learning rules. Our data do not address the issue of where particular combinations of neural signals may act. In theory, the climbing fibers, vestibular inputs, and simple-spike activity each could act either in the cerebellar cortex or at the FTNs in the vestibular nucleus. Finally, it should be noted that our recordings reflect only the signals available at the beginning of learning. Once the first changes have been induced in the circuit for the VOR, additional mechanisms could be activated by the altered neural activity produced by the initial changes (see Raymond et al. 1996) . Together, these results raise the possibility that cerebellumdependent motor learning uses a number of different cellular mechanisms of plasticity and error signals and, possibly, multiple sites of learning to ensure that the system works over the wide range of stimuli encountered in natural settings. 
